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ABSTRACT
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are powerful tools to model data of a grid-like
structure, such as image, video, and speech. However, a broad range of scientific prob-
lems generate data that naturally lie in irregular grids with non-Euclidean metrics,
such as knowledge graphs, molecular graphs, and traffic networks. The generalization
of CNNs to non-Euclidean structured data such as graphs is not straightforward. The
classical convolutions cannot be applied directly to graphs, due to the lack of global
parameterization, a common system of coordinates, and shift-invariance properties.
In this dissertation, we propose several structure-aware convolutional neural net-
work models to calculate graph convolutions efficiently over both small-scale and
large-scale graphs. The proposed networks can be trained by an end-to-end train-
ing method where a stochastic gradient descent algorithm back-propagates over all
network components rather than a stage-wise training scheme where the different
components are tuned separately. These models are built for exploring the structure
information to improve many prediction tasks: (1) The first part of the disserta-
tion focuses on a large-scale knowledge graph. Our new approach learns the graph
connectivity structure so it can infer new edges in a knowledge graph and grow an
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input knowledge graph to be more complete. This model not only utilizes the node
(or entity) attributes and edge relations in a knowledge graph but also preserves the
so-called translational property between entities and relations. (2) The second part
extends the convolution operation to small-scale hydrogen-depleted molecular graphs.
Unlike the first model that learns from a single graph of massive size, this method
learns a novel graph-based model from a massive amount of small graphs. We propose
a consistent edge-aware graph convolutional network that determines consistent edge
attentions to the same type of edges appearing in different molecular graphs and pre-
dicts a molecule’s properties. This model exploits the general consistency of the bond
energies and bond lengths across various molecular graphs. (3) The third part focuses
on the exploration of the correlation and causation among multivariate time series
in a graph where a node represents a time series variable and an edge indicates if a
time series causes another time series. When the connectivity (edge) structure is not
available or incomplete, we propose a discrete structure learning method that learns
the hidden graph structure simultaneously when constructing the predictive model for
the time series data. Extensive experiments demonstrate the advantages of the pro-
posed techniques over the state of the art in knowledge graph completion, molecular
quantitative structure-activity relationship prediction, and multivariate time series
forecasting.
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Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [47] have been widely used in many applica-
tions to model grid-like structure data, e.g., image, video, and speech. On a regular
grid, CNNs offer an efficient way to extract local stationary structures and features
that are shared across the objects (e.g., images) [46]. However, a broad range of scien-
tific problems generate data that naturally lie in irregular spaces with non-Euclidean
metrics, such as molecular graphs in computational chemistry, knowledge graphs,
traffic networks, and telecommunication networks. Data in these areas are usually
represented as graphs that encode complex geometric structures with node and edge
attributes. The generalization of CNNs to graph inputs is not straightforward. For
example, in an image represented on a 2-dimensional Euclidean grid, a kernel from
CNNs can move left, right, etc. However, graphs are non-euclidean, where the move-
ments of a kernel don’t have any meaning. Due to the lack of global parameterization,
a common system of coordinates, vector space structure, or shift-invariance properties
[8], the classical convolutions which use fixed filter size and stride distance cannot be
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applied directly to graphs that have arbitrary structures.
The task of this dissertation is to design a new type of neural networks to work
directly on graph-structured data from irregular domains. By designing novel neural
networks on arbitrary graph structures, we directly leverage their structural infor-
mation to enhance prediction tasks. Recently graph convolutional networks (GCNs),
also known as graph neural networks (GNNs), have been developed and successfully
solved tasks [60] such as manifold analysis [63], predictions of user preference and
connectivity in social network [9], node classification [30, 44, 28], and generation of
fingerprints from molecular graphs [25].
In a similar spirit to CNNs, GCN methods aggregate neighboring information
based on the connectivity of the graph through filters. The aggregation is often carried
out either in a spatial way [18, 67, 39, 92, 30] or a spectral way [10, 15, 44, 13, 22]. In
the spatial way, the graph convolution operation is similar to regular convolution from
CNNs. The spatial GCNs make convolutions by aggregating node information from
the neighbors into the corresponding central node. In spectral GCNs, node attributes
are viewed as graph signals, and the convolution operation is defined through Fourier
transform which is derived from graph Laplacian and its eigenspace. The localized
convolutional filters extracted local features independently motivate the spatial graph
convolutions via first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions. Section 3.2
provides more comparisons of these GCN approaches. In addition, there are many
surveys [90, 100, 26] that have given more details of the GCNs. However, existing
GCN methods have many limitations or haven’t been used in handling the graph
structured data from many applications. For example, current models cannot take
full advantage of the characteristics of chemical bonds in molecular graphs. Hence we
present multiple models to explore the structure information in multiple domains.
2
Figure 1.1: Structure mining by designing structure-aware methods.
In this dissertation, we propose structure-aware convolutional neural networks
that will explore the structure information from three aspects [77, 76] as shown in
Figure 1.1: (1) For a large-scale knowledge graph, we take advantage of graph struc-
ture and attributes of graph nodes to solve knowledge graph completion task; (2) For
the small-scale molecular graphs, we explore the common structural characteristics
of multiple graphs to improve molecular quantitative structure-activity relationship
prediction; (3) Since graph structure is not always available or it may be incom-
plete, we propose a discrete structure learning model to explicitly learn the pairwise
interactions in the form of a graph and use it to improve forecasting accuracy.
Firstly, large-scale knowledge bases (KBs), such as Freebase [6], DBpedia [4] and
YAGO3 [58], have been built to store structured information to support many ap-
plications. KBs are multi-relational graphs whose nodes represent entities and edges
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represent relationships between entities, and the edges are labeled with different re-
lations. These KBs are extensively used for web search, recommendation, and ques-
tion answering. Although these KBs have already contained millions of entities and
triplets, they are far from complete compared to existing facts and newly added
knowledge of the real world. Therefore knowledge base completion is important to
predict new triplets based on existing ones and thus to further expand KBs. For solv-
ing this task, we propose a novel end-to-end Structure-Aware Convolutional Network
(SACN). SACN not only utilizes knowledge graph node structure, node attributes and
edge relation types, but also keeps the translational characteristic [7] between entities
and relations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SACN on standard
FB15k-237 and WN18RR datasets, and it gives about 10% relative improvement over
the state-of-the-art ConvE in terms of HITS@1, HITS@3, and HITS@10.
Secondly, although GCNs that extend the convolution operation from images to
graphs have led to competitive performance, the existing GCNs are still difficult to
handle the chemical problems. Recently multiple GCNs are applied to the compound
structures which are represented by the hydrogen-depleted molecular graphs with dif-
ferent sizes. The GCNs built for binary connectivity matrices do not account for the
edge consistency in multiple molecular graphs, i.e., the consistency of bond energies
(enthalpies) and bond lengths (interatomic distances) even across the edges in dif-
ferent molecular graphs. In this dissertation, we propose a variant of GCN where a
molecular graph is first decomposed into multiple views of the graph, each comprising
a specific type of edges. In each view, an edge consistency constraint is enforced that
similar edges in different graphs can receive similar attention weights when passing
information. We also prove that in each layer, our method corresponds to a spectral
filter derived by the first order Chebyshev approximation of graph Laplacian. Exten-
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sive experiments demonstrate the substantial advantages of the proposed technique
in quantitative structure-activity relationship prediction.
Thirdly, if an explicit graph structure is known or given, GCN methods are pow-
erful tools to exploit the structure to improve the predictions. However, the graph
structure is missing or incomplete in some situations, such as multivariate time series
(MTS) data. Here we attempt to learn the hidden or missing graph. Exploration
of the correlation and causation among the variables in a multivariate time series
shows promise in enhancing the predictive performance of a time series model. When
using deep neural networks as forecasting models, we hypothesize that exploiting
the pairwise information among multiple (multivariate) time series improves their
simultaneous forecasting. In this dissertation, we propose a discrete structure learn-
ing approach that learns a hidden graph structure when constructing the predictive
model, if an explicit one is unknown. We cast the problem as learning a probabilis-
tic graph model by optimizing the mean performance over a graph distribution. We
first learn the graph distribution which is parameterized by a neural network so that
discrete graphs can be sampled differentiably through reparameterization. Empirical
evaluations compare the proposed method with a recently proposed bilevel learning
approach, showing that our method is simpler, more efficient, and better performing.
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Chapter 2
Structure-Aware Learning on a
Large-Scale Knowledge Graph
2.1 Motivation
For understanding the real-world entities and their relationships, the knowledge graph
is first proposed by Google to significantly enhance the value of information returned
by Google searches. In a knowledge graph, nodes represent entities, edges represent
relationships between entities, and the edges are labeled with different relations. The
relationships are organized in the forms of (s, r, o) triplets (e.g., entity s = Abraham
Lincoln, relation r = DateOfBirth, entity o = 02-12-1809). Since those knowledge
graphs are far from complete compared to existing facts and newly added knowledge,
knowledge base completion is an important task that predicts new relational facts
between entities under the supervision of the existing knowledge graph.
One of the recent active research areas for knowledge base completion is knowledge
6
graph embedding: it encodes the semantics of entities and relations in a continuous
low-dimensional vector space (called embeddings). These embeddings are then used
for predicting new relations. Starting from a simple and effective approach called
TransE [7], many knowledge graph embedding methods have been proposed, such as
TransH [87], TransR [54], DistMult [93], TransD [37], ComplEx [83], STransE [66].
Some surveys [65, 86] give details and comparisons of these embedding methods.
The most recent ConvE [16] model uses 2D convolution over embeddings and
multiple layers of nonlinear features, and achieves state-of-the-art performance on
common benchmark datasets for knowledge graph link prediction. In ConvE, the
embeddings of two entities s and r are reshaped and concatenated into an input matrix
and fed to the convolution layer. Convolutional filters of size n×n are used to output
feature maps that are across different dimensional embedding entries. The model
can be efficiently trained and scales to large knowledge graphs. However, ConvE
does not keep the translational property as TransE which is an additive embedding
vector operation [64]: es + er ≈ eo. In addition, there is no structure enforcement in
the embedding space of ConvE. In this dissertation, we remove the reshape step of
ConvE and operate convolutional filters directly in the same dimensions of s and r.
This modification gives better performance compared with the original ConvE, and
has an intuitive interpretation which keeps the global learning metric the same for s,
r, and o in an embedding triple (es, er, eo). We name this embedding as Conv-TransE.
ConvE also does not incorporate connectivity structure in the knowledge graph
into the embedding space. In contrast, graph convolutional networks have been ef-
fective tools to create node embeddings that aggregate local information in the graph
neighborhood for each node [44, 30, 42, 70, 76]. GCN models have additional benefits
[31], such as leveraging the attributes associated with nodes. They can also impose
7
the same aggregation scheme when computing the convolution for each node, which
can be considered a method of regularization, and improves efficiency.
In this dissertation, we propose an end-to-end graph Structure-Aware Convolu-
tional Network (SACN) model that integrates the benefits of GCN and ConvE. SACN
consists of an encoder of a weighted graph convolutional network (WGCN), and a
decoder of a convolutional network called Conv-TransE. WGCN utilizes knowledge
graph node structure, node attributes and relation types. It has learnable weights
to determine the amount of information from neighbors used in local aggregation,
leading to more accurate embeddings of graph nodes. Node attributes are added to
WGCN as additional for easy integration. The output of WGCN becomes the input
of the decoder Conv-TransE. Conv-TransE is similar to ConvE but with the differ-
ence that Conv-TransE keeps the translational characteristic between entities and
relations. We show that Conv-TransE performs better than ConvE, and our SACN
improves further on top of Conv-TransE in the standard benchmark datasets.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We present an end-to-end network learning framework SACN that takes ben-
efit of both GCN and Conv-TransE. The encoder GCN model leverages graph
structure and attributes of graph nodes. The decoder Conv-TransE simplifies
ConvE with special convolutions and keeps the translational property of TransE
and the prediction performance of ConvE;
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed SACN on the standard FB15k-
237 and WN18RR datasets, and show about 10% relative improvement over the
state-of-the-art ConvE in terms of HITS@1, HITS@3, and HITS@10.
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2.2 Related Work
Knowledge graph embedding learning has been an active research area with applica-
tions directly in knowledge base completion (i.e. link prediction) and relation extrac-
tions. TransE [7] started this line of work by projecting both entities and relations into
the same embedding vector space, with translational constraint of es + er ≈ eo. Later
works enhanced KG embedding models such as TransH [87], TransR [54], and TransD
[37] introduced new representations of relational translation and thus increased model
complexity. These models were categorized as translational distance models [86] or
additive models, while DistMult [93] and ComplEx [83] are multiplicative models [78],
due to the multiplicative score functions used for computing entity-relation-entity
triplet likelihood.
The most recent KG embedding models are ConvE [16] and ConvKB [64]. ConvE
was the first model using 2D convolutions over embeddings of different embedding
dimensions, with the hope of extracting more feature interactions. ConvKB replaced
2D convolutions in ConvE with 1D convolutions, which constrains the convolutions to
be the same embedding dimensions and keeps the translational property of TransE.
The other major difference of ConvE and ConvKB is on the loss functions used in the
models. ConvE used the cross-entropy loss that could be sped up with 1-N scoring
in the decoder, while ConvKB used a hinge loss that was computed from positive
examples and sampled negative examples. ConvKB can be considered as a special
case of the proposed Conv-TransE that uses filters with width equal to 1. In addition,
we take the decoder from ConvE because we can easily integrate the encoder of GCN
and the decoder of ConvE into an end-to-end training framework, while ConvKB is
not suitable for our approach.
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These embedding models achieved good performance for knowledge base comple-
tion in terms of efficiency and scalability. However, these approaches only modeled
relational triplets, while ignoring a large number of attributes associated with graph
nodes, e.g., ages of people or release region of music. Furthermore, these models do
not enforce any large-scale connectivity structure in the embedding space, and ignore
the knowledge graph structure. The proposed SACN handles these two problems in
an end-to-end training framework, by using a variant of graph convolutional network
(GCN) as the encoder, and a variant of ConvE as the decoder.
GCNs were first proposed by Bruna et al. [10], where graph convolutional oper-
ations were defined in the Fourier domain. The eigendecomposition of the graph
Laplacian caused intense computation. Later, smooth parametric spectral filters
[32, 15] were introduced to achieve localization and improve computational efficiency.
Recently, Kipf et al. [44] simplified these spectral methods by a first-order approx-
imation with Chebyshev polynomials. It has significantly faster training times and
higher predictive accuracy. In addition, many spatial graph convolution approaches
[30, 39] define convolutions directly on graphs, which sum up node features over all
spatial neighbors using adjacency matrix.
GCN models were mostly criticized for their huge memory requirement to scale to
massive graphs. However, one paper [94] developed a data efficient GCN algorithm
called PinSage, which combined efficient random walks and graph convolutions to
generate embeddings of nodes that incorporated both graph structure as well as node
features. The experiments on Pinterest data were the largest application of deep graph
embeddings to date with 3 billion nodes and 18 billion edges [94]. This success paves
the way for a new generation of web-scale recommender systems based on GCNs.
By incorporating a PinSage-like architecture into our Conv-TransE model, we can
10
take advantage of large and rich graph structures while maintaining computational
efficiency.
2.3 Method
In this section, we describe the proposed end-to-end SACN as shown in Figure 2.1.
The encoder WGCN represents entities by aggregating connected entities as specified
by the relations in the KB. With node embeddings as the input, the decoder Conv-
TransE network aims to represent the relations more accurately by recovering the
original triplets in the KB. Both encoder and decoder are trained jointly by minimizing
the discrepancy (cross-entropy) between the embeddings es + er and eo to preserve
the translational property es + er ≈ eo. We consider an undirected graph G = (V,E)
throughout this section, where V is a set of nodes with |V | = N , and E ⊆ V × V is
a set of edges with |E| = M .
2.3.1 Weighted Graph Convolutional Layer
The WGCN is an extension of classic GCN [44] in the way that it weighs the different
types of relations differently when aggregating and the weights are adaptively learned
during the training of the network. By this adaptation, the WGCN can control
the amount of information from neighboring nodes used in aggregation. Roughly
speaking, the WGCN treats a multi-relational KB graph as multiple single-relational
subgraphs where each subgraph entails a specific type of relations. The WGCN
determines how much weights to give to each subgraph when combining the GCN


























































































































































































































The l-th WGCN layer takes the output vector of length F l for each node from
the previous layer as inputs and generates a new representation comprising F l+1
elements. Let hli represents the input (row) vector of the node vi in the l-th layer,
and thus H l ∈ RN×F l is the input matrix for this layer. The initial embedding H1
is randomly drawn from normal (Gaussian) distribution. If there are a total of L
layers in the WGCN, the output HL+1 of the L-th layer is the final embedding. Let
the total number of edge types be T in a multi-relational KB graph with E edge set.
The interaction strength between two adjacent nodes is determined by their relation
type and this strength is specified by a parameter {αt, 1 ≤ t ≤ T} for each edge type,
which is automatically learned in the neural network.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the entire process of SACN. In this example, the WGCN
layers of the network compute the embeddings for the red node in the middle graph.
These layers aggregate the embeddings of neighboring entity nodes as specified in the
KB relations. Three colors (blue, yellow and green) of the edges indicate three dif-
ferent relation types in the graph. The corresponding three entity nodes are summed
up with different weights according to αt in this layer to obtain the embedding of the
red node. The edges with the same color (same relation type) use the same αt. Each
layer has its own set of relation weights αlt. Hence, the output of the l-th layer for











where hlj ∈ RF
l
is the input for node vj, and vj is a node in the neighbor Ni of
node vi. The g function specifies how to incorporate neighboring information. Note
that the activation function σ here is applied to every component of its input vector.
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Although any function g suitable for a KB embedding can be used in conjunction







where W l ∈ RF l×F l+1 is the connection coefficient matrix and used to linearly trans-





In Eq. (2.1), the input vectors of all neighboring nodes are summed up but not
the node vi itself, hence self-loops are enforced in the network. For node vi, the









The output of the layer l is a node feature matrix: H l+1 ∈ RN×F l+1 , and hl+1i is the
i-th row of H l+1, which represents features of the node vi in the (l + 1)-th layer.
The above process can be organized as a matrix multiplication as shown in Figure
2.2 to simultaneously compute embeddings for all nodes through an adjacency matrix.
For each relation (edge) type, an adjacency matrix At is a binary matrix whose ij-th
entry is 1 if an edge connecting vi and vj exists or 0 otherwise. The final adjacency




(αltAt) + I, (2.4)
where I is the identity matrix of size N ×N . Basically, the Al is the weighted sum of
the adjacency matrices of subgraphs plus self-connections. In our implementation, we
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Figure 2.2: A weighted graph convolutional network (WGCN) for entity embedding.
consider all first-order neighbors in the linear transformation for each layer as shown
in Figure 2.2:
H l+1 = σ(AlH lW l). (2.5)
Node Attributes.
In a KB graph, nodes are often associated with several attributes in the form of
(entity, relation, attribute). For example, (s = Tom, r = people.person.gender, a =
male) is an instance where gender is an attribute associated with a person. If a vector
representation is used for node attributes, there would be two potential problems.
First, the number of attributes for each node is usually small, and differs from one to
another. Hence, the attribute vector would be very sparse. Second, the value of zero
in the attribute vectors may have ambiguous meanings: the node does not have the
specific attribute, or the node misses the value for this attribute. These zeros would
affect the accuracy of the embedding.
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In this work, the entity attributes in the knowledge graph are represented by
another set of nodes in the network called attribute nodes. Attribute nodes act as
the “bridges” to link the related entities. The entity embeddings can be transported
over these “bridges” to incorporate the entity’s attribute into its embedding. Because
these attributes exhibit in triplets, we represent the attributes similarly to the repre-
sentation of the entity o in relation triplets. In this way, the WGCN not only utilizes
the graph connectivity structure (relations and relation types), but also leverages the
node attributes (a kind of graph structure) effectively. That is why we name our
WGCN as a structure-aware convolution network.
2.3.2 Conv-TransE
We develop the Conv-TransE model as a decoder that is based on ConvE but with
the translational property of TransE: es+er ≈ eo. The key difference of our approach
from ConvE is that there is no reshaping after stacking es and er. Filters (or kernels)
of size 2 × k , k ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...}, are used in the convolution. The example in Figure
2.1 uses 2× 3 kernels to compute 2D convolutions. We experimented with several of
such settings in our empirical study.
Note that in the encoder of SACN, the dimension of the relation embedding is
commonly chosen to be the same as the dimension of the entity embedding, so in
other words, is equal to FL. Hence, the two embeddings can be stacked. For the
decoder, the inputs are two embedding matrices: one RN×FL from WGCN for all
entity nodes, and the other RM×FL for relation embedding matrix which is trained as
well. Because we use a mini-batch stochastic training algorithm, the first step of the
decoder performs a look-up operation upon the embedding matrices to retrieve the
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input es and er for the triplets in the mini-batch.
More precisely, given C different kernels where the c-th kernel is parameterized
by ωc, the convolution in the decoder is computed as follows:




+ ωc(τ, 1)êr(n+ τ),
(2.6)
where K is the kernel width, n indexes the entries in the output vector and n ∈
[0, FL− 1], and the kernel parameters ωc are trainable. ês and êr are padding version
of es and er respectively. If the dimension s of kernel is odd, the first bK/2c and
last bK/2c components are filled with 0. Here bvaluec returns the floor of value.
Otherwise, the first bK/2c − 1 and last bK/2c components are filled with 0. Other
components are copied from es and er directly. As shown in Eq. (2.6) the convolution
operation amounts to a sum of es and er after the one-dimensional convolution. Hence,
it preserves the translational property of the embeddings of es, er. The output forms
a vector Mc(es, er) = [mc(es, er, 0), ...,mc(es, er, F
L−1)]. Aligning the output vectors
from the convolution with all kernels yield a matrix M(es, er) ∈ RC×F
L
.
Finally, the scoring function for the Conv-TransE method after the nonlinear
convolution is defined as below:
ψ(es, eo) = f(vec(M(es, er))W )eo, (2.7)
where W ∈ RCFL×FL is a matrix for the linear transformation, and f denotes a non-
linear function. The feature map matrix is reshaped into a vector vec(M) ∈ RCFL and
projected into a FL dimensional space using W for linear transformation. Then the
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Table 2.1: Scoring function ψ(es, eo). Here ēs and ēr denote a 2D reshaping of es and
er.
Model Scoring Function ψ(es, eo)
TransE ||es + er − eo||p
DistMult 〈es, er, eo〉
ComplEx 〈es, er, eo〉
ConvE f(vec(f(concat(ēs, ēr) ∗ ω))W )eo
ConvKB concat(g([es, er, eo] ∗ ω))β
SACN f(vec(M(es, er))W )eo
calculated embedding is matched to eo by an appropriate distance metric. During the
training in our experiments, we apply the logistic sigmoid function σ to the scoring:
p(es, er, eo) = σ(ψ(es, eo)). (2.8)
In Table 2.1, we summarize the scoring functions used by several state of the art
models. The vector es and eo are the subject and object embedding respectively, er
is the relation embedding, “concat” means concatenates the inputs, and “*” denotes
the convolution operator.
In summary, the proposed SACN model takes advantage of knowledge graph node
connectivity, node attributes and relation types. The learnable weights in WGCN help
to collect adaptive amount of information from neighboring graph nodes. The entity
attributes are added as additional nodes in the network and are easily integrated
into the WGCN. Conv-TransE keeps the translational property between entities and
relations to learn node embeddings for the link prediction. We also emphasize that
our SACN has significant improvements over ConvE with or without the use of node
attributes.
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Table 2.2: Statistics of datasets.
Dataset FB15k-237 WN18RR FB15k-237-Attr
Entities 14,541 40,943 14,744
Relations 237 11 484
Train Edges 272,115 86,835 350,449
Val. Edges 17,535 3,034 17,535
Test Edges 20,466 3,134 20,466
Attributes Triples — — 78,334
Attributes — — 203
2.4 Experiments
2.4.1 Benchmark Datasets
Three benchmark datasets (FB15k-237, WN18RR and FB15k-237-Attr) in Table 2.2
are utilized in this study to evaluate the performance of link prediction.
FB15k-237. The FB15k-237 [82] dataset contains knowledge base relation triples
and textual mentions of Freebase entity pairs, as used in the work published in [82].
The knowledge base triples are a subset of the FB15K [7], originally derived from
Freebase. The inverse relations are removed in FB15k-237.
WN18RR. WN18RR [16] is created from WN18 [7], which is a subset of WordNet.
WN18 consists of 18 relations and 40,943 entities. However, many text triples are
obtained by inverting triples from the training set. Thus WN18RR dataset [16] is
created to ensure that the evaluation dataset does not have inverse relation test leak-




Most of the previous methods only model the entities and relations, and ignore the
abundant entity attributes. Our method can easily model a large number of entity
attribute triples. In order to prove the efficiency, we extract the attribute triples from
the FB24k [53] dataset to build the evaluation dataset called FB15k-237-Attr.
FB24k. FB24k [53] is built based on Freebase dataset. FB24k only selects the
entities and relations which constitute at least 30 triples. The number of entities is
23,634, and the number of relations is 673. In addition, the reversed relations are
removed from the original dataset. In the FB24k datasets, the attribute triples are
provided. FB24k contains 207,151 attribute triples and 314 attributes.
FB15k-237-Attr. We extract the attribute triples of entities in FB15k-237 from
FB24k. During the mapping, there are 7,589 nodes from the original 14,541 enti-
ties which have the node attributes. Finally, we extract 78,334 attribute triples from
FB24k. These triples include 203 attributes and 247 relations. Based on these triples,
we create the “FB15k-237-Attr” dataset, which includes 14,541 entity nodes, 203 at-
tribute nodes, 484 relation types. All the 78,334 attribute triples are combined with
the training set of FB15k-237.
2.4.3 Experimental Setup
The hyperparameters in our Conv-TransE and SACN models are determined by a
grid search during the training. We manually specify the hyperparameter ranges:
learning rate {0.01, 0.005, 0.003, 0.001}, dropout rate {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, node
embedding size {100, 200, 300}, number of kernels {50, 100, 200, 300}, and kernel size
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{2× 1, 2× 3, 2× 5}.
Here all the models use the WGCN with two layers. For different datasets, we have
found that the following settings work well: for FB15k-237, set the dropout to 0.2,
number of kernels to 100, learning rate to 0.003 and embedding size to 200 for SACN;
for WN18RR dataset, set dropout to 0.2, number of kernels to 300, learning rate
to 0.003, and embedding size to 200 for SACN. When using the Conv-TransE-alone
model, these settings still work well.
Each dataset is split into three sets for: training, validation and testing, which is
same with the setting of the original ConvE. We use the adaptive moment (Adam)
algorithm [41] for training the model. Our models are implemented in PyTorch and
run on NVIDIA Tesla P40 Graphics Processing Units.
2.4.4 Results
Evaluation Protocol
Our experiments use the proportion of correct entities ranked in top 1,3 and 10
(Hits@1, Hits@3, Hits@10) and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as the metrics.
In addition, since some corrupted triples exist in the knowledge graphs, we use the
filtered setting [7], i.e. we filter out all valid triples before ranking.
Link Prediction
Our results on the standard FB15k-237, WN18RR and FB15k-237-Attr are shown
in Table 2.3. Table 2.3 reports Hits@10, Hits@3, Hits@1 and MRR results of four
different baseline models and two models of our approach on three knowledge graphs
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Table 2.3: Link prediction for FB15k-237, WN18RR and FB15k-237-Attr datasets.
SACN1 uses the FB15k-237 dataset and SACN2 uses FB15k-237-Attr dataset.
FB15k-237 WN18RR
Hits Hits
Model @10 @3 @1 MRR @10 @3 @1 MRR
DistMult [93] 0.42 0.26 0.16 0.24 0.49 0.44 0.39 0.43
ComplEx [83] 0.43 0.28 0.16 0.25 0.51 0.46 0.41 0.44
R-GCN [72] 0.42 0.26 0.15 0.25 — — — —
ConvE [16] 0.49 0.35 0.24 0.32 0.48 0.43 0.39 0.46
Conv-TransE 0.51 0.37 0.24 0.33 0.52 0.47 0.43 0.46
SACN1 0.54 0.39 0.26 0.35 0.54 0.48 0.43 0.47
SACN2 0.55 0.40 0.27 0.36 — — — —
datasets. The FB15k-237-Attr dataset is used to prove the efficiency of node at-
tributes. So we run our SACN in FB15k-237-Attr to do the comparison with SACN
using FB15k-237.
We first compare our Conv-TransE model with the four baseline models. ConvE
has the best performance comparing all baselines. In FB15k-237 dataset, our Conv-
TransE model improves upon ConvE’s Hits@10 by a margin of 4.1% , and upon
ConvE’s Hits@3 by a margin of 5.7% for the test. In WN18RR dataset, Conv-TransE
improves upon ConvE’s Hits@10 by a margin of 8.3% , and upon ConvE’s Hits@3 by
a margin of 9.3% for the test. For these results, we conclude that Conv-TransE using
neural network keeps the translational characteristic between entities and relations
and achieve better performance.
Secondly, the structure information is added into our SACN model. In Table
2.3, SACN also gets the best performances in the test dataset comparing all baseline
methods. In FB15k-237, comparing ConvE, our SACN model improves Hits@10 value
by a margin of 10.2%, Hits@3 value by a margin of 11.4%, Hits@1 value by a margin
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of 8.3% and MRR value by a margin of 9.4% for the test. In WN18RR dataset,
comparing ConvE, our SACN model improves Hits@10 value by a margin of 12.5%,
Hits@3 value by a margin of 11.6%, Hits@1 value by a margin of 10.3% and MRR
value by a margin of 2.2% for the test. So our method has significant improvements
over ConvE without attributes.
Thirdly, we add node attributes into our SACN model, i.e. we use the FB15k-
237-Attr to train SACN. Note that SACN has significant improvements over ConvE
without attributes. Adding attributes improves performance again. Our model using
attributes improves upon ConvE’s Hits@10 by a margin of 12.2% , Hits@3 by a
margin of 14.3%, Hits@1 by a margin of 12.5% and MRR by a margin of 12.5%. In
addition, our SACN using attributes improved Hits@10 by a margin of 1.9% , Hits@3
by a margin of 2.6%, Hits@1 by a margin of 3.8% and MRR by a margin of 2.9%
comparing with SACN without attributes.
In order to better compare with ConvE, we also use the attributes into ConvE.
Here the attributes will be treated as the entity triplets. Following the official ConvE
code with default setting, the test result in FB15k-237-Attr was: 0.46 (Hits@10), 0.33
(Hits@3), 0.22 (Hits@1) and 0.30 (MRR). Comparing to the performance without the
attributes, adding the attributes into the ConvE didn’t improve performance.
Convergence Analysis
Figure 2.3 shows the convergence of the three models. We can see that the SACN
(the red line) is always better than Conv-TransE (the yellow line) after several epochs.
And the performance of SACN keeps increasing after around 120 epochs. However,
the Conv-TransE has achieved the best performance after around 120 epochs. The
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Figure 2.3: The convergence study of SACN, Conv-TransE models in FB15k-237 and
SACN in FB15k-237-Attr (SACN + Attr) using the validation set. Due to the page
limitation, only the results of Hits@1 and MRR are reported here.
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Table 2.4: Kernel size analysis for FB15k-237 and FB15k-237-Attr datasets.
“SACN+Attr” means the SACN using FB15k-237-Attr dataset.
FB15k-237
Hits
Model Kernel Size @10 @3 @1 MRR
Conv-TransE 2 × 1 0.504 0.357 0.234 0.324
Conv-TransE 2 × 3 0.513 0.365 0.240 0.331
Conv-TransE 2 × 5 0.512 0.361 0.239 0.329
SACN 2 × 1 0.527 0.379 0.255 0.345
SACN 2 × 3 0.536 0.384 0.260 0.351
SACN 2 × 5 0.536 0.385 0.261 0.352
SACN+Attr 2 × 1 0.535 0.384 0.260 0.351
SACN+Attr 2 × 3 0.543 0.394 0.268 0.360
SACN+Attr 2 × 5 0.547 0.396 0.268 0.360
gap between these two models proves the usefulness of structural information. When
using the FB15k-237-Attr dataset, the performance of “SACN + Attr” is better than
“SACN” model.
Kernel Size Analysis
In Table 2.4, different kernel sizes are examined in our models. The kernel of “2× 1”
means the knowledge or information translating between one attribute of entity vector
and the corresponding attribute of relation vector. If we increase the kernel size to
“2 × k” where k = {3, 5}, the information is translated between a combination of s
attributes in entity vector and a combination of k attributes in relation vector. The
larger view to collect attribute information can help to increase the performance as
shown in Table 2.4. However, the optimal kernel size may be dependent on tasks.
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Table 2.5: Node indegree study using FB15k-237 dataset.
Conv-TransE SACN
Average Hits Average Hits
Indegree Scope @10 @3 @10 @3
[0,100] 0.192 0.125 0.195 0.134
[100,200] 0.441 0.245 0.441 0.253
[200,300] 0.696 0.446 0.705 0.429
[300,400] 0.829 0.558 0.806 0.577
[400,500] 0.894 0.661 0.868 0.663
[500,1000] 0.918 0.767 0.891 0.695
[1000, maximum] 0.992 0.941 0.981 0.922
Node Indegree Analysis
The indegree of the node in knowledge graph is the number of edges connected to
the node. The node with larger degree means it have more neighboring nodes, and
this kind of nodes can receive more information from neighboring nodes than other
nodes with smaller degree. As shown in Table 2.5, we present the results for different
sets of nodes with different indegree scopes. The average Hits@10 and Hits@3 scores
are calculated. Along the increasing of indegree scope, the average value of Hits@10
and Hits@3 will be increased. First for a node with small indegree, it benefits from
aggregation of neighbor information from the WGCN layers of SACN. Its embedding
can be estimated robustly. Second for a node with high indegree, it means that a lot
more information is aggregated through GCN, and the estimation of its embedding is
substantially smoothed among neighbors. Thus the embedding learned from SACN is
worse than that from Conv-TransE. One solution to this problem would be neighbor






In recent years, there has been a growing interest in incorporating deep learning
approaches into chemoinformatics studies [60, 55, 19], such as quantitative structure-
activity relationship (QSAR) prediction, library diversity analysis, and numerical
representations of molecules. Most QSAR studies have employed some hand-crafted
molecular descriptors or fingerprints [24] or directly SMILE strings. To extract better
representation using the chemical structure and bonding, a chemical compound can
be expressed as a hydrogen-depleted molecular graph whose nodes correspond to
(non-hydrogen) atoms while edges with discrete attributes represent chemical bonds.
Recently, methods emerge to derive representations using molecular graphs directly
with deep graph convolutional networks [18, 89, 23, 38]. However, current GCN
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methods have many limitations to handle the molecular graphs.
The key limitation is that existing approaches ignore the general consistency of
the bond energies (enthalpies) and bond lengths (interatomic distances) in various
molecules [52, 11]. The bond dissociation energy, also known as bond enthalpy, is
defined as the standard enthalpy change when a bond is cleaved by homolysis. So
the bond energy is the amount of energy required to break a bond. The equilibrium
bond length is the average distance between the nuclei of two bonded atoms in a
molecule. The higher the bond energy, the “stronger” the bond is between the two
atoms, and the length of the bond is smaller. The bond energies and bond lengths
between two specific atoms are generally consistent across different molecules. The
tables about bond lengths (interatomic distances) [69] and bond energies [34] have
been used in some standard handbooks, which is used and consistent in all molecules.
For example, the bond length of the atom pair Carbon-Nitrogen (C-N) is 147 pm
and the bond length of Carbon-Carbon (C-C) is 154 pm. In addition, the bond
length is also affected by other factors, such as bond order. For example, the bond
length of C=C is 134 pm and the bond length of C≡C is 120 pm. Overall, this
means the edges in different molecular graphs present some consistency, which we
call “edge consistency”. That means all edges with same type should provide the
same functionality when passing information [23] between atoms. Since the edges
have this property, we aim to design a new GCN with a constraint to keep this edge
consistency. By designing a new attention mechanism, our proposed model can pass
messages along similar edges with similar attention weights.
In this work, we propose a consistent Edge-Aware multi-view spectral GCN ap-
proach (EAGCN ) to enhance the molecular graph property prediction (also called
QSAR prediction) by learning more accurate molecular representations. Our model
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Table 3.1: Edge attributes commonly used in molecular graphs.
Attribute Description
Atom Pair Type Defined by the type of the atoms that a bond
connects (e.g., C-C, C-O).
Bond Order Bond order (single bond, aromatic bond, dou-
ble bond and triple bond).
Aromaticity Is aromatic.
Conjugation Is conjugated.
Ring Status Is in a ring.
enforces an edge consistency constraint that similar edges should have similar weights
across all molecular graphs in a dataset. In addition, our model provides a new way
to take advantage of the discrete edge attributes by creating multi-view graphs.
Firstly, to design an edge consistency constraint, we explore the attributes of
edges in molecular graphs. As illustrated in Table 3.1, these discrete attributes are
important to describe an edge or bond [14]. Each discrete value of an edge attribute
is considered as an edge type. For instance, for one edge, we notice that whether
the bond is formed between the Carbon and Oxygen atoms (i.e., the C-O bond) and
whether the bond is aromatic and so on. These attributes of edges are highly related
to the bond lengths and energies. In the molecular graph, the edges with the same
attribute values have similar bond lengths and energies.
Based on these edge attributes, we present a consistent edge mapping (CEM)
mechanism to learn the consistent attention weights of edges in order to receive dif-
ferent amounts of information from neighbors and enforce the edges with the same
type to pass the same amount of the information. The learned real-valued attention
matrix assigns a non-negative weight to an edge, and assigns 0 when there is no edge
between two nodes. Importantly, an effective way is provided to enforce consistent
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attention weights by building edge mapping dictionaries shown in section 3.4.1. The
same weight from the edge dictionary will be provided if two edges have the same
edge attribute value. The weights of these edge dictionaries, which are the parameters
in the neural networks, are shared for different molecules, which promotes EAGCN
to learn the inherently invariant properties in the graphs. In graph theory, graph in-
variant is defined as a property preserved under any possible isomorphism of a graph,
which includes the order invariant, permutation invariant and pair order invariant
[38, 40].
Secondly, since we have multiple attributes for each edge as shown in Table 3.1 [14],
we model a molecular graph as multi-view graphs for taking advantage of the edge
attributes, where each attribute including a group of discrete values is defined as one
view. Hence a molecular graph can be decomposed into multiple graphs from different
views according to each specific edge attribute. The current GCN methods predefine
a single fixed adjacency matrix A for a graph, which cannot catch the different edge
attributes. In our approach, the discrete values of one attribute are used to create
one edge mapping dictionary including attention weights for this corresponding view.
Notice that each view will keep edge (relation) consistency by using a consistent
attention mechanism.
Furthermore, a new spectral filter is derived from the first order Chebyshev ap-
proximation which relies on two coefficients - the 0th order and 1st order coefficients
(θ0 and θ1). These two coefficients are enforced to be opposed to each other (θ0 = −θ1)
in all early spectral graph convolution [44]. We relax this requirement, resulting in
the more general and effective parameterization of the GCN network. In addition,
to create a fingerprint for a molecule, learning the graph representation for the en-
tire molecule is also important for us. We apply two ways including simple sum and
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differential pooling [95] to integrate node embeddings into a graph representation.
Finally, EAGCN provides an alternative fingerprints for chemical compounds other
than hand-crafted ones, and prove to be useful in predicting the molecular graph
properties in the experiments.
The major contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a consistent edge-aware multi-view spectral GCN model named
EAGCN that preserves the edge (bond) consistency in molecular graphs. The
proposed CEM mechanism in EAGCN learns the consistent edge attention
weights cross molecules by building global edge dictionaries.
2. Multi-view graphs have been employed in our EAGCN model by taking advan-
tage of the discrete edge attributes. Here each edge attribute is characterized in
a view of the molecular graph to explore the multiple types of edges in molecular
graphs.
3. A new spectral filter with fine approximation is designed for the spectral graph
convolutions. This spectral convolution operation allows more flexible and gen-
eral network parameterization.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Spectral Graph Convolutions
The graph convolution operations are first defined by Bruna et al. [10] in the Fourier
domain. Since the eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian is needed, it involves
intense computation. To tackle this issue, smooth parametric spectral filters [32] were
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introduced to achieve localization in the spatial domain and computational efficiency.
In particular, Chebyshev polynomials [15] and Cayley polynomials [49] have been
utilized in these convolutional architectures to efficiently produce localized filters.
Recently, Kipf et al. [44] simplified these spectral methods by a first-order approxi-
mation of the Chebyshev polynomials. Their derivation finally leads to localization
of one-step neighbors and achieves state-of-the-art performance.
However, the spectral filters learned by the above methods depend on the Lapla-
cian eigenbasis which is linked to a fixed graph structure. Thus these models can only
be trained on a single graph, and cannot be directly used to model a set of graphs with
different structures. Recently graph attention networks [85] have been proposed to
deal with arbitrary graphs without knowing the entire graph structures. The attention
mechanisms allow the model to deal with inputs of varying sizes. This attention-based
architecture assigns different weights to different nodes within a neighborhood while
dealing with various sized neighborhoods. It determines the attention weight between
any two nodes by calculating the similarity of the two node feature vectors. It has not
considered the case where edge attentions can be directly learned. Inspired by this
work, we design a new edge attention mechanism in this dissertation to understand
which types of edges (bonds) are important for the target molecular property instead
of using node similarities.
3.2.2 Non-spectral Graph Convolutions
The spatial graph convolution approaches [18, 3, 30] define convolutions directly on
graph, which sum up node features over all spatially close neighbors by multiplying
an adjacency matrix which is pre-defined rather than learnable. From another per-
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spective, the spatial graph convolution methods are summarized as a message passing
algorithm and aggregation procedure [23]. Another approach [67] enables the tradi-
tional CNNs to be applied to graph inputs directly by selecting fixed-size neighbors
and normalizing these nodes. For a large-scale graph, Hamilton [30] introduces the
task of inductive node classification, where the goal is to classify nodes that have
not been seen during training. This approach samples a fixed-size of neighbors for
each node and achieves state-of-the-art performance on several datasets. For multiple
small-scale graphs, Duvenaud et al. [18] first present a CNN to operate directly on
raw molecular graphs, that creates prediction pipelines whose inputs are molecular
graphs of arbitrary size.
3.2.3 Convolutions on Molecular Graphs
Neural networks and GCNs have been applied to studies such as protein interface pre-
diction [19], molecular representation and prediction [18, 23, 38, 14, 50]. Duvenaud et
al. [18] present a CNN that operates directly on raw molecular graphs and generalize
standard molecular feature extraction methods based on circular fingerprints (ECFP)
[71]. Based on an autoencoder model, the method in [25] converts discrete represen-
tations (e.g., ECFP) of molecules to a multidimensional continuous one. Another
work [38] attempts to use the different attributes of chemical bonds, graph edges are
associated with attributes such as atom-pair type or the bond order and modeled via
tensor computation. The resultant graph network utilizes properties of both nodes
(atoms) and edges (bonds). The method in [14] learns atom embeddings which are
then concatenated by the related bond features to form atom-bond feature vectors.
In these works, node features and bond attributes are treated equally and used the
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way in the neighborhood aggregation. However, different types of bonds play very
different roles, it is more natural that they receive different attentions in relation to
a target property. In addition, in order to handle graphs of varying size and con-
nectivity, Simonovsky et al. [79] propose the edge convolutional network (ECC) for
point cloud classification. Their model defines several node feature filters based on
the edge label.
3.3 Problem Formulation
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph where V is a set of n nodes, E ⊆ V × V
is a set of nE edges. The node features from a graph are represented by a feature
matrix X ∈ Rn×f1 which is the input of layer 1 so that we get X1 = X. The edge
features from a graph are represented by Z = {Z1, ..., Zk}, here k is the number of
edge features as shown in Table 3.1 and Zi ∈ Z has multiple discrete values. The
label for each input graph is the molecular graph property y ∈ Y . Hence the task is
to predict the target molecular properties for all input graphs.
In traditional GCNs [44], the connectivity of the graph is summarized into a binary
adjacency matrix Abinary where an entry has a value of 1 if there is an edge connecting
the related two nodes; or otherwise has a value of 0. Based on Abinary, the spectral
convolution on graph is defined as the multiplication of a signal x ∈ X with a filter
gθ parameterized by θ from matrix coefficients Θ:
gθ ? x = UgθU
Tx, (3.1)
where U is the matrix of eigenvectors of the normalized graph Laplacian L = IN −
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D1/2AbinaryD
1/2, where I is the identity matrix and D is the degree matrix of the
fixed binary adjacency matrix Abinary.
However, when modeling molecular graphs, we need to pay attention to two prop-
erties. Firstly, some bonds can be more important than others for a specific structure-
activity relationship, which cannot be implemented by a binary adjacency matrix
which amounts to equally sum up the information of all neighbors. Naturally differ-
ent attention weights should be given to different neighbors when aggregating node
embeddings, in order to predict a graph property. For example, in the aromatic-
ity view, the weights for aromatic bonds in any molecules can be closer than those
assigned to non-aromatic bonds. Secondly, various molecular graphs have the con-
sistency of the bond energies (enthalpies) and bond lengths (interatomic distances),
called edge consistency, which has been illustrated in the motivation. The bonds with
the same bond type should be assigned one same attention weight.
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no attempt to design a special atten-
tion mechanism for modeling the edge consistency in molecules. In the latest research
works, attention-based GCNs have been studied [85, 48] which learn a dynamic and
adaptive aggregation of the neighborhood. These methods such as GAT [48] deter-
mine the weight for an edge based on the similarity of the two end nodes calculated
each time when the node embeddings are updated. However, all approaches ignore
the edge consistency, which is an important property of molecules. In addition, most
of the existing methods [30, 10, 85, 48] including GAT are designed for one large
graph. It increases the difficulty of designing a consistent edge constrained atten-
tion method when the inputs are multiple molecular graphs with different sizes and
shapes. All edges with same type across all molecular graphs should share one same
attention weight.
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In this dissertation, we propose a Consistent Edge Mapping (CEM) mechanism,
which not only assigns different attention weights to different neighbors when aggre-
gating node embedding, but also enforces a constraint of edge consistency that all
edges of same interaction type should be assigned one same attention weight cross
different input molecular graphs. This CEM mechanism takes advantage of the two
properties in molecules.
In addition, we model a molecular graph as multi-view graphs for taking advantage
of the edge attributes. Each edge in the molecular graph has multiple edge attributes
as shown in Table 3.1, where each attribute has several discrete values. Each discrete
value from one edge attribute represents one edge type or one atom-to-atom interac-
tion. Hence, for each edge attribute, we can get a group of atom-to-atom interactions
or edge types. In this approach, each attribute including a group of edge types is
defined as one view. For each view, our CEM function C defined in the following
section will be able to build the consistent edge constraint by assigning attention
weights based on this group of edge types. Notice that this group of edge types will
be shared across all molecules.
After that, each view is represented as a graph with a consistent edge attention
matrix where edge weights are specified according to edge types. Since we have
multiple discrete edge attributes, a molecular graph can be decomposed into multiple
graphs with a group of consistent edge attention matrices A = {A0, A1, ..., Ak}. Based
on function C and multiple edge attributes Z, a novel edge consistent constraint
based multi-view spectral graph convolution is proposed to collectively aggregate
information from graph structure.
Firstly, let’s consider the i-th edge attribute (i-th view) Zi ∈ Rdi×1 where di is the
number of discrete values of attribute i. The objective is to learn a function FΘ,M and
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L(P (FL ◦ FL−1 ◦ ... ◦ F 1(X1;A1i ,Θ1);W ), y)
subject to Ali = C(Abinary, Zi;M
l), ∀1 ≤ l ≤ L,X1 = X,
where C(Abinary, Zi;M
l) is the consistent edge mapping (CEM) function, M l includes
all parameters of C in layer l. The function P includes the graph representation layer,
fully connected layer and activation function where W is all parameters of P . F is
the graph convolutional network, ◦ is the composite function where F l+1 ◦ F l :=
F l+1(F l(X l;Al,Θl);Al+1,Θl+1)) and Θl includes all parameters of F in layer l.
Secondly, we extend our model to a multi-view neural network by using the mul-





L(P (FL ◦ FL−1 ◦ ... ◦ F 1(X1;A1,Θ1);W ), y)
subject to Al = {Al0, Al1, ..., Alk}, Ali = C(Abinary, Zi;M li ), ∀1 ≤ l ≤ L,X1 = X,
where the parameters M l and Θl can be defined as M l = {M11 , ...,M lk} and Θl =
{Θ11, ...,Θlk} and F is the proposed multi-view graph convolutional network layer.
In summary, we define the molecular property prediction task as an edge consis-
tency constraint based graph learning problem, which reserves the general consistency





























3.4 The EAGCN Model
The architecture of our proposed EAGCN model is shown in Figure 3.1. The EAGCN
begins with multi-view spectral graph convolutional layers where each layer has two
steps: Consistent Edge Mapping (CEM) and Spectral GCN. The output of multi-
view spectral graph convolutional layers is the node embeddings. Then a graph
representation layer combines all node embedding to get the graph embedding. Here
we apply two ways including simple sum and differential pooling [95] to integrate node
embeddings into a graph representation. Then the property values of the molecular
graphs are predicted through the fully connected layer with the activation function.
3.4.1 Consistent Edge Mapping (CEM)
The CEM mechanism is proposed to enforce the edge consistency constraint. It
generates a learnable consistent edge attention matrix Ali using the discrete values of
the edge attribute i (view i) in layer l. Here we consider two edges have same edge type
if two edges in one molecule or different molecules have same edge attribute value.
The set of discrete edge attribute values (edge types) is the edge priori information
used to limit the space to be searched. More importantly, since this set of edge types
is shared for any molecules, we have the edge consistency by assigning the same weight
to all edges with same type across molecular graphs. In this method, this consistency
of assigned edge attention weights for all input graphs is called “edge consistency
constraint”.
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Figure 3.2: Example of the edge mapping dictionary for view 1 in layer l.
Creating Edge Mapping Dictionaries
To better understand the importance of each edge type to the target graph property,
EAGCN learns the attention weights for graph edges at each neural network layer.
However, it is difficult to assign weights with edge consistency for multiple graphs
with different sizes and shapes. Here edge consistency means the same type edges
in the same and different graphs need to be assigned one same learnable weight in
neural network.
In our approach, for each view i in layer l, we build an edge mapping dictionary
M li to solve the consistent edge assignment problem. For view i, if we have di discrete
values for edge attribute i, edge mapping dictionary M li is created with di learnable
neural network parameters. Here one discrete value represents one edge type, so
there is one corresponding parameter for this edge type in edge mapping dictionary.
Since these neural network parameters are shared for all molecules during the learning
process, we call them “consistent edge attention weights”. For example, as shown in
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Figure 3.2, all edges will search the edge mapping dictionary to get the attention
weight in one view. If the type of two edges is same, the attention weights for them
will be the same as well. In Figure 3.2, we can see that all C-C edges will select the
same α1,1 as the attention weight from M
l
1 in layer l.
The attention weights in these dictionaries will be learned by our EAGCN model.
We assert two points for the dictionaries: Firstly, the edge mapping dictionaries are
defined for one dataset. Based on its discrete values of edge attributes, each molecule
is coded as weighted adjacency matrices of multiple views using these edge mapping
dictionaries; Secondly, the dictionaries for edge attributes are not only shared in one
graph, but also used for all graphs in the dataset. Then a weighted adjacency matrix
called a consistent edge attention matrix for each view and each layer is constructed
according to the edge mapping dictionary in the following subsection.
Consistent Edge Attention Matrix
In layer l, we first create a binary one-hot encoding vector 1 bi(e) ∈ Rdi for each edge
e ∈ E in the view i if there exists edge connecting two neighbor nodes, otherwise it
will be a zero vector. Based on the vector bi(e), we will obtain a specific weight α
l
i,j
for edge e by looking up dictionary:
αli,j = bi(e)
TM li , (3.2)
here j denotes the j-th element in the dictionary M li , i means the view i. Notice that
the αli,j will be zero if bi(e) is a zero vector. As shown in Figure 3.3, all vectors form
1One-hot encoding vector is a group of values among which the legal combinations of values are
only those with a single 1 and all the others 0.
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Figure 3.3: The process of consistent edge mapping.
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the binary tensor Bi for view i. By looking up all existing edges using the binary
tensor, we get a newly generated consistent edge attention matrix Ali:
Ali = Bi ·M li , (3.3)
here “·” is the lookup operation on the dictionary as shown in Figure 3.3. Since
the mapping dictionaries which are global parameters are shared for all graphs, so
we call this step the consistent edge attention mapping operation. The global edge
weights across all graphs preserve the consistent property of the relationship. In the
experiment, we implement this mapping process using 2D convolution. We consider
the one-hot encoding tensor is an image with multiple channels. Here the channel
size is the dimension di of the edge mapping dictionary. Since the edge mapping
dictionary which contains the di parameters of neural network is 1 × 1 × di , so the
kernel size we used is 1× 1.
3.4.2 Multi-view Spectral GCN
The previous section introduces the CEM to transform the edge priori information
of graph signals to the edge consistency constraint. Based on this constraint, each
molecular graph in layer l has been converted to a constrained graph signal, which
consists of consistent edge adjacency matrices A = {Al1, ..., Alk} and feature matrix
X. In this section, we propose a multi-view spectral graph convolution operation
with a new spectral filter for the graph signal. Firstly, our proposed multi-view
GCN with the layer-wise propagation rule is presented in subsection 3.4.2. Secondly,
subsection 3.4.2 illustrates this propagation rule is motivated via a proposed new
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spectral filter with the more reasonable parameterization of first order approximation
on the constrained graph signals.
Layer-wise propagation rule of Proposed Graph Convolution
In the proposed approach, each molecular graph has been decomposed into multiple
graphs from different views according to each specific edge attribute to get the consis-
tent edge adjacency matrices A. Here the multi-view graphs mean there are multiple
types for each edge. Hence there are multiple consistent edge attention weights for
each edge in each layer.
In this subsection, we present the multi-view spectral graph convolution layer to
aggregate the node information over all first-order neighbors from multiple views. In
layer l, the new spectral graph convolution for the constrained graph signal in view i
is defined as:








where Ãli = A
l
i+riI, D̃ is the corresponding normalized degree matrix of Ã
l
i, the ratio
ri is the weight of the self-loop edges of view i, σ is an activation function. Then the
outputs from multiple views are concatenated:





In each view, the spectral GCN layer aggregates the features of each node with all
of its neighbors based on consistent attention weights which represent the “strengths”
of node-to-node interactions for one edge attribute. Since we have multi-view spectral
graph convolutions, the proposed model explores the multiple types of “strengths”
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between two nodes in molecules.
In summary, we describe the computation of our proposed method in Algorithm
1. Here the consistent edge attention matrix Φli is calculated for each view i. The
different edge types in different views will derive particular meaningful node embed-
dings, which are concatenated to develop a complete node feature matrix. In the
study of chemical compounds, such collection gives different perspectives of atomic
interaction and strength of influence.
Algorithm 1 Consistent Edge-Aware Multi-View Spectral Graph Convolutional
Layer l
0: Input: view i ∈ [1, k]; layer l; Binary Tensors Bi; Node Feature Matrix X l
0: Trainable Parameters: Edge Mapping Dictionaries M li ; Self-attention Weights
rli; Parameters Matrices Θ
l
i, i = 1, 2, ..., k
0: Multi-View Spectral Graph Convolutions:
0: for i = 1 to k do
0: Ali = Bi ·M li – Consistent Edge Mapping











−1/2 where D̃li = diag( row-sum (Ã
l
i)) – Diagonal Degree
Matrix










Graph Invariance and Varying Graph Size. The consistent edge attention
matrices imply the multiple strengths of connection and interaction between nodes.
The attention weights are conditioned on edge mapping dictionaries instead of the
neighborhood order. These edge mapping dictionaries result in a homogeneous view
for local graph neighborhoods. These weights are shared over all molecular graphs
and not restricted within one graph, which enables us to extract the local stationarity
property of the input data by revealing local features that are shared across all graphs.
Hence, our model has been designed to produce invariant features by the consistent
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edge attention to solve graph invariance problem [38]. In addition, for each edge
attention layer, the number of parameters in each attention matrix is the number of
edge attribute weights occurred in each dictionary instead of the number of edges.
Thus, the number of parameters in EAGCN is small and insensitive to the varying
graph size, which almost has no influence on the complexity of the model.
Interaction between Substructures. From equation (3.4), for each node,
the information is exchanged only with its neighbors within a graph convolution
layer. However, if we consider such information propagation from layer to layer, the
attentions from higher layers learn the interactions of substructures. The attention
weights in Layer 1 represent the atomic interaction between two atoms, while the
attention weights in Layer 2 learn the interaction between two substructures centered
at two atoms because the information from neighbors is already gathered from the
second order neighbors i.e. neighbors’ neighbors. Thus the attention weights are
capable of characterizing substructure within different scopes to learn the environment
information.
Spectral Analysis
The graph convolutional operation presented in subsection 3.4.2 is motivated via the
multiplication of a constrained graph signal A with a new spectral filter. Here we will
explain the new spectral filter on feature matrix X l and consistent edge adjacency
matrix Ali in view i and layer l. Since the spectral analysis is consistent for both layers
and views, so we omit the layer superscript and view subscript in this subsection.
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The Laplacian of Consistent Edge Adjacency Matrix An essential tool
in spectral graph analysis is the graph Laplacian matrices [13]. We get the nor-
malized graph Laplacian matrix for consistent edge attention matrix, defined as
L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2, where I is the identity matrix, D is a diagonal degree matrix
which contains information about the degree of each vertex. Firstly, we prove the
graph Laplacian matrix of consistent edge adjacency matrix satisfies the following
properties:
1. For every vector x ∈ Rn, we have xTLx ≥ 0, which means L is a positive
semi-definite matrix.
2. L is a symmetric matrix with n non-negative, real-valued eigenvalues 0 = λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn = λmax ≤ 2.
Proof : [15] mentions that L is a real symmetric positive semi-definite matrix.
However, there isn’t theoretical proof for this claim. We provide the detailed proof
here.
Let Le be the Laplacian of graph G on n vertices consisting of just the edge
attribute e. By additivity, the graph Laplacian L =
∑
e∈E Le, each Le may have
different values by varying weight defined in our dictionary. Without loss of generality,
we study two vertices v1, v2 in the weighted graph, let e be the edge of (v1, v2).
By defining the corresponding adjacency matrix as
w11 w12
w12 w22
, degree matrix D =
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w11 + w12 0












The Laplacian matrix on edge e will be:





















If xTLex ≥ 0 holds for all non-zero x in Rn, the matrix is said to be a positive
semi-definite matrix. It follows immediately that the Laplacian of the whole graph





TLex ≥ 0, which implies
that the symmetric real matrix L is a positive semi-definite matrix [13]. In addition,
we also know the eigenvalues of L satisfy 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn = λmax ≤ 2 [13].
Spectral Convolutions on Graph Signals Based on spectral theorem, a posi-
tive semi-definite matrix can always be diagonalized using a basis of eigenvectors, so it
can be written L = UΛUT for a unitary matrix U and a diagonal matrix Λ = diag(λi).
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Notice that we have (UΛUT )s = UΛsUT , which is the basis of S-localized convolution
in graph convolutions analysis.
In spectral convolutions on graphs, the convolution operator on graph in the
Fourier domain is defined as x ∗ y = U((UTx) (UTy)), where  is the element-wise
Hadamard product. The graph Fourier transform of a graph signal x is defined as
x̂ = UTx ∈ Rn. Here the UTy and  operations are the filtering of the UTx in the
Fourier domain. Thus we can define a signal x with a filter gθ in the Fourier domain
as:
y = gθ(L)x = gθ(UΛU
T )x = Ugθ(Λ)U
Tx, (3.6)
here θ is a vector of Fourier coefficients. However, the cost of the filtering operation
on a signal x is high with O(n2) because of the multiplication with the Fourier basis
U . For solving this problem, some approaches [15, 80] are proposed by parametrizing
gθ(L) as a polynomial function, such as the Chebyshev polynomials.
The Chebyshev polynomials are defined as Ts(x) = 2xTs−1(x) − Ts−2(x), where
T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x. Hence the gθ(L) can be computed recursively from L. We
can derive a well approximated S-th order polynomial of a convolution of a signal x





here we use re-scaled matrix Λ̃ = 2
λmax
Λ− I to help to guarantee that the eigenvalues
of polynomial approximation are rightly in the range [−1, 1], where the λmax ≈ 2.
Here we have the L̃ = L− I = −D−1/2AD−1/2.
Imagine that we limited the layer-wise convolution operation to S = 1, Chebyshev
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approximation is linear w.r.t. the graph Laplacian spectrum, specifically:
y = gθ(L)x = Ugθ(Λ)U
Tx
≈ U(θ0 + θ1Λ̃)UTx = θ0x+ θ1L̃x
= θ0 · I · x+ θ1(−D−1/2AD−1/2)x.
The spectral filter in traditional GCN [44] is derived from the first order Chebyshev
approximation which also relies on these two coefficients - the 0th order coefficient
θ0 and 1
st order coefficient θ1. However, these two coefficients are enforced to be
θ0 = −θ1, which is a rough approximation.
Spectral Filtering with Fine Approximation In the proposed approach, we
relax the “θ0 = −θ1” requirement and propose a new spectral filter with a fine ap-
proximation for the constrained graph signals, resulting in more general and effective
parameterization of the GCN network.
Without specifying the negative-related parameters, we want to have a more gen-
eral choice of parameters by using a parameter θ and a real-valued ratio r to satisfy
the following conditions:
 θ0 = rθθ1 = −θ,
here ratio r is the weight of the self-loop edges which will be proved in the coming
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paragraph. Then the expression will come out as:
y ≈ rθ · I · x+ θ(D−1/2AD−1/2)x
= θ(rI +D−1/2AD−1/2)x.
Different from the traditional spectral analysis of I +D−1/2AD−1/2, the weighted
graph we learned each time will be added a weighted self-connection. Hence, the
eigenvalues will be nested in the range [r−1, r+1]. Note that when the ratio becomes
1, it comes to be the case of the traditional one. In order to leave the eigenvalues in






where Ã = A+ rI, D̃ is the corresponding normalized degree matrix of Ã. One inter-
esting finding is that the ratio r can be considered as the weight of the self-loop edges
as illustrated in Algorithm 1. By adding this parameter into neural network, each
node has the ability to control the importance of original information and features
in itself. In summary, this propagation rule for consistent edge attention matrix is
derived based on a first-order approximation with more plausible assumptions and
reasonable parameterization compared to the work in [44].
Then we get a generalized formula to a signal X ∈ Rn×f with f input channels





2XΘ = ΦXΘ, (3.9)
thus we derive the convolved signal matrix Y ∈ Rn×f ′ . If input graph signal X is
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the X l, the output Y of proposed method will be X l+1. In addition, when we extend
our analysis to multi-view graph convolutions, a set of parameters {r1, ..., rk} will be
used in our model. Here the new filter with more parameters can benefit the property
prediction.
3.4.3 Graph Representation Layer
From the previous sections, the node representations have been generated. Another
step is how to get the graph representation using these node representations. Here
two ways are provided to get the graph representation. The comparison between
them will be given in the experiments section.
Simple Sum
The simple way to get the graph representation is the cumulative sum of all node
embeddings or representation as the graph representation:




n) ∈ R1×fl ,
where xli means the representation of node i in layer l, n is the number of node and
fl is the dimension of node representation in layer l.
Differentiable Pooling
The differentiable pooling (Diffpool) [95] is proposed to learn the hierarchical repre-
sentation of graphs. Diffpool designs the graph pooling neural network to generate
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the assignment matrix:
Sl = softmax(GCN l1(A
l, X l)) ∈ Rnl×nl+1 ,
where the softmax function is applied in a row-wise fashion, the inputs are the fea-
ture matrix X l and cluster adjacency matrix Al and GCNl1 is the traditional graph
convolutional network [44] in layer l. Notice that nl = n in the first layer of Diffpool.
In our experiments, since we have multiple consistent attention matrices, the input




att,i. Then the new cluster adjacency
matrix and the feature (representation) matrix of cluster nodes can be obtained using
another GCNl2 as follows:
X l+1 = (Sl)TGCN l2(A
l, X l),
Al+1 = (Sl)TAlSl.
This final output embedding is the graph representation X ∈ R1×fG , here fG is
the dimension of a graph representation.
3.5 Experiments
3.5.1 Benchmark Datasets
Five benchmark datasets [89, 1] (Tox21, Freesolv, Lipophilicity, eSOL and CPAL) are
utilized in this study to evaluate the predictive performance of the EAGCN model.
Tox21. The original Tox21 data comes from the Toxicology in the 21st century
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research initiative. It contains 7831 environmental compounds and drugs as well as
their biological outcomes of 12 pathway assays.
Freesolv. Freesolv is a database of experimental and calculated hydration free
energies for small neutral molecules in water, along with molecular structures, input
files, references, and annotations [62]. It includes a set of 642 neutral molecules which
are mostly fragment-like.
Lipophilicity (Lipo). Lipophilicity, curated from ChEMBL database, provides
experimental results of octanol/water distribution coefficient of 4200 compounds.
eSOL. eSOL is a database on the solubility of entire ensemble E.coli proteins [68]
individually synthesized by PURE system that is chaperone free.
CPAL. The “Cytotoxic Profiling of Annotated Libraries Using Quantitative High-
Throughput Screening” (CPAL) dataset is provided by Pubchem. The CPAL data
can be download from Pubchem website2.
Four of them except CPAL are downloaded from the MoleculeNet website3 that
hold various benchmark datasets for molecular machine learning. In our modeling
processes, we only keep molecules with common atom types, e.g. boron, carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, halogen, phosphorus, sulfur.
3.5.2 Experimental Setup
Our experiments evaluate the property prediction on standard supervised classifica-
tion and regression tasks. We design our experiments with the goal of verifying the
improvement of our method compared with baseline methods, such as GCN [44], and




The node features and edge attributes are extracted using the RDKit4, an open
source cheminformatics package. RDKit also converts the SMILES string format into
RDKit “mol” format, which contains the molecular structure information used to
build a molecular graph. Here we ignore the SMILES samples whose structure graphs
haven’t edges. The edge attributes [14] are shown in Table 3.1. When we build the
edge mapping dictionaries for atom pair types, we set a threshold on the frequency
of atom pair types for each dataset. For the atom pair types whose frequencies are
lower than the threshold, we will set one attention weight for them in the dictionary.
Each data is randomly split into three sets: training (80%), validation (10%), and
testing (10%). For each experiment, 5 independent runs with different random seeds
are performed. The number of multi-view spectral graph convolutional layer is 4. For
a fair comparison, the number of layers for GCN baseline is also 4. In addition, when
we use the two Diffpool layers. Note that all results are the average of 5 runs and
we provide the standard deviations. We use the adaptive moment (Adam) algorithm
[41] for training the model and set the learning rate to 0.0001 for freesolv and tox21
datasets and 0.001 for other datasets.
3.5.3 Molecular Property Prediction
We compare our model with several baseline methods which are shown in MoleculeNet
[89]. Firstly, the Kernel-SVM and Random Forests (RF) which are the most famous
machine learning methods are used here. Secondly, the graph convolutions network
(GCN) [44] is the baseline for the comparison. In addition, we also compare with
other models which leverage the edge attributes. Weave model [38] is similar to
4http://www.rdkit.org/
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graph convolutions. The weave featurization encodes both local chemical environment
and connectivity of atoms in a molecule. Message passing neural network (MPNN)
[23] is a generalized model of GCN, which learns a message passing algorithm and
aggregation procedure to compute a function of their entire input graph. Graph
Attention Networks (GAT) is the benchmark of the attention-based GCN, which
determines the weight for an edge based on the similarity of the two nodes.
Regression Analysis
Solubility and lipophilicity are basic physical chemistry properties that are important
for understanding how molecules interact with solvents. Table 3.2 reports RMSE
results of five different baseline models and our EAGCN model. Firstly, the compari-
son between EAGCNsum and EAGCNdiffpool shows the simple sum operation used in
graph representation layer has slightly better performance than the complex Diffpool
operation. The reason is Diffpool method [95] was used in the larger graphs, which
is more suitable to learn the hierarchical graph representation. However, when the
inputs are the small molecular graphs with different sizes and shapes, the simple sum
operation is more suitable to get graph representation than Diffpool.
Second, we compare with the best baseline models from the survey [89] with our
proposed EAGCNsum for the regression task. In Lipophilicity dataset, EAGCNsum
achieves about 6.7% and 6.3% performance increases comparing GCN which is the
best baseline on both the validation and test datasets shown in [89]. For the Freesolv
dataset, we improve upon GCN by a margin of 13.7% and 13.8% on the validation
and test datasets. For the eSOL dataset, EAGCNsum improves upon MPNN by a

















































































































































































































































































































































































Since the EAGCN model achieves the best performance, using the bond lengths and
bond energies information does benefit the molecular property prediction task.
EAGCN shows strong performance on all datasets. Given the size of FreeSolv
dataset is only around 600 compounds, our model still reaches excellent perfor-
mances by training on limited samples. From the table, graph-based methods, such as
EAGCN and graph convolutional model, exhibit significant boosts over tasks, indicat-
ing the advantages of the learnable featurization. In these three datasets, data-driven
methods outperform physical algorithms with moderate amounts of data. These
results suggest that graph convolutions based approaches will become increasingly
important for the property prediction.
Classification Analysis
Table 3.3 reports ROC-AUC results of six different baselines on Tox21 and CPAL
datasets. For Tox21 dataset, the GAT model achieves the best performances com-
paring all other baselines on the test and validation datasets. Our EAGCNsum model
improves upon GAT by a margin of 1.2% and 2.4% on the validation and test datasets.
For CPAL dataset, EAGCNsum model improves upon GCN by a margin of 2.3% on
validation dataset and achieves about 2.4% comparing GAT on the test dataset. We
conclude that EAGCNsum always achieves reasonable and excellent performance for
prediction of properties. After checking the last two rows in Table 3.3, EAGCNsum
performance is still slightly better than EAGCNdiffpool, which is consistent with the
regression task. There are many applications which can benefit from our model. For
example, the classification model building upon the Tox21 can be utilized to identify



























































































































































































































































































































Table 3.4: The paired t-test for model comparison. Here EAGCN1 is EAGCNsum
and EAGCN2 is EAGCNdiffpool.
p-value


















In Table 3.4, the mean and standard deviation of model performance are computed
according to the five different settings using different data splits. To compare if the
two models are significantly different, we do a paired t-test on both validation set and
test set. The null hypothesis H0 is the two models are the same. In Table 3.5, the p-
values in the column of “EAGCNsum vs GCN” show that we should reject H0 because
all values are less than 0.05. Hence the EAGCNsum model is significantly different
from GCN model at 0.05 level. In the column of “EAGCNsum vs EAGCNdiffpool”, the
p-values indicate that two different graph representation methods have no significant
difference at 0.05 level.
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(a) Visualization of molecular graph embeddings in CPAL.
(b) Matched molecular pair (MMP) examples.
Figure 3.4: Graph representation visualization and matched molecular pair examples.
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3.5.4 Molecular Graph Embedding Analysis
In Figure 3.4(a), the representations of molecular graphs utilize t-SNE [56] to reduce
the dimensionality of representations and visualize atom embeddings and potential
relations in the projected 2-dimensional space. The striking feature is that most
points of graph representations can be clearly separated. The points labeled by “1”
(triangle) are restricted to the top-left corner of the projection plane. Note that the
points with label “0” are the sampling points from the original dataset.
Since many molecular graphs have similar structures but different property values,
it is a challenge to predict their property accurately. For example, only one atom of
the first three molecules in Table 3.5 is different. In addition, only one bond between
the two molecules of the second block is different. Different bond orders and atoms
do lead to different property values. After checking the true properties and prediction
values, we conclude that our predictions for these pairs are pretty accurate even they
have similar structures but different properties.
The potential relationships cross molecules are very similar with the transforma-
tion between the word vectors in Natural Language Processing (NLP). The word
embeddings often preserve the relations in the projected 2-dimensional space. For
example, the relationship between male and female [61] is automatically learned.
The “Queen” embedding can be derived from “King - Man + Woman”. In the field
of chemoinformatics, chemists are often interested in comparing properties of two
molecules that differ only by a single chemical transformation, such as the substitu-
tion of a hydrogen atom by a chlorine one. Such pairs of compounds are usually re-
ferred as matched molecular pairs (MMP), as demonstrated by Figure 3.4 (b). We are






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































gularity relationship among certain matched molecule pair in the investigated dataset
and further provide visual interpretation. Therefore, we plot the two-dimensional
PCA plots for several subsets of matched molecule pairs in Figure 3.5. Similar to the
vector analyses in Word2Vec, the vector transformations between each matched pair
are mapped to 2D PCA plot.
As illustrated in Figure 3.5, we obtain a series of relatively parallel vector transfor-
mation line within each subset of matched molecule pair, which may imply that our
EAGCN model captures the implicit relationships of each molecular pair and such
relationships can be further applied to predict the relevant chemical properties of re-
lated analogs. For instance, when chloro substitutions are replaced with the hydroxy
group in the first MMP example, the resulting transforming vectors are almost par-
allel and all point toward the same direction, which implies these similar structural
changes lead to similar changing effects on solubility property.
3.5.5 Atom Subtype Analysis
In our study, atom types of molecules are determined prior to the graph convolutional
network modeling. Atom types are classified in Table 3.6 based on their elements,
atomic connectivity and hybridization states. The atomic representation vectors are
collected from the output of the last multi-view spectral graph convolutional layer
in our model. We visualize these high-level atom representations learned by the
graph convolutional neural nets by t-SNE [56]. t-SNE is a nonlinear dimensionality
reduction technique to embed the high-dimensional atom vector representation to a
two-dimensional space. It constructs the probability distribution over data points
in both original high-dimensional space and the reduced low-dimensional space, and
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Table 3.6: Atom Subtype Definition.
Atom Subtype Definition
O O carbonyl oxygen
Oa sp2-hybridized oxygen in the aromatic
ring
Oh sp3-hybridized oxygen in alcohol
Os sp3-hybridized oxygen in ether or ester
C C carboxylate, carbonyl and thion carbon
C1 sp-hybridized carbon




N N sp2-hybridized with 3 substituents and




Na sp2-hybridized aromatic nitrogen
Nh sp2-hybridized nitrogen in amide group
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(a) Visualization of O subtypes. (b) Visualization of C subtypes.
(c) Visualization of N subtypes.
Figure 3.6: Visualizations of atom embeddings using t-SNE in Lipo. Points are
colored by atom subtypes defined by Chemist.
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then minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two distributions.
As shown in Figure 3.6, vector representations of various oxygen and carbon atom
subtypes from EAGCN model in Lipo dataset are mapped into 2D t-SNE visualization
plots. In each t-SNE plot, projected atom type representations are colored by atom
subtypes specified in Table 3.6. For instance, in Figure 3.6 (a), depending on their
chemical bonding environment, oxygen atoms within molecules of the Lipo dataset
can be classified as the following four subtypes: sp3-hybridized oxygen in alcohol
(oh), sp2-hybridized oxygen in the aromatic ring (oa), carbonyl oxygen (o), sp3-
hybridized oxygen in ether or ester (os). Interestingly, those different atom subtype
representations learned from the graph convolutional network model are relatively
well clustered within the t-SNE plot, which is consistent with the predefined atom
subtype based on the chemical intuition. We observe the similar effects for the carbon
and nitrogen atom subtypes, as demonstrated by Figure 3.6 (b) and (c). Hence
the embeddings of atoms from EAGCN model do learn the atom type and subtype
information.
3.5.6 Interpretation of Attention Weights
In physical chemistry, the edge mapping dictionaries learn multiple strengths of influ-
ence from neighbors, which gives some insights on atomic interaction. In Figure 3.7,
the edge mapping dictionaries are visualized by heatmaps. The darkness of a block
corresponds to the attention weight value. The attention weights in Layer 1 represent
the atomic interaction between two atoms, while the attention weights in Layer 2
learn the interaction between two substructures centered at two atoms. Hence the















































































and C−N attention weights in first layer for eSOL and Freesolv have higher attention
values. This is consistent with the analysis in Table 3.5, which shows O and N are
highly related with the solubility property. For edge mapping dictionaries of Lipo,
the C−N has a large weight in second layer. That means the substructure around C
has a significant strength of influence to the substructure around N for the property.
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Chapter 4




Time series data are widely studied in science and engineering that involve temporal
measurements. Time series forecasting is concerned with the prediction of future
values based on observed ones in the past. It has played important roles in climate
studies, market analysis, traffic control, and energy grid management [59] and has
inspired the development of various predictive models that capture the temporal
dynamics of the underlying system. These models range from early autoregressive
approaches [29, 2] to the recent deep learning methods [74, 51, 96, 101].
The forecasting and analysis of univariate time series (a single longitudinal vari-
able) has been extended to multivariate time series and multiple (univariate or mul-
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tivariate) time series. Multivariate forecasting models find strong predictive power
in stressing the interdependency (and even causal relationship) among the variables.
The vector autoregressive model [29] is an example of multivariate analysis, wherein
the coefficient magnitudes offer hints into the Granger causality [27] of one variable
to another.
For multiple time series, pairwise similarities or connections among them are also
explored to improve the forecasting accuracy [96]. An example is the traffic network
where each node denotes a time series recording captured by a particular sensor. The
spatial connections of the roads offer insights into how traffic dynamics propagates
along with the network. Several graph neural network (GNN) approaches [74, 51, 96,
101] have been proposed recently to leverage the graph structure for forecasting all
time series.
The graph structure however is not always available or it may be incomplete.
There could be several reasons, including the difficulty in obtaining such information
or a deliberate shielding for the protection of sensitive information. For example, a
dataset comprising sensory readings of the nation-wide energy grid is granted access
to specific users without disclosure of the grid structure. Such practical situations
incentivize the automatic learning of the hidden graph structure jointly with the
forecasting model.
Because GNN approaches show promise in forecasting multiple interrelated time
series, in this approach, we are concerned with structure learning methods applied
to the downstream use of GNNs. A prominent example is a recent work LDS [21],
which is a meta-learning approach that treats the graph as a hyperparameter in
a bilevel optimization framework [20]. Specifically, let Xtrain and Xval denote the
training and the validation sets of time series respectively, A ∈ {0, 1}n×n denote the
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graph adjacency matrix of the n time series, w denote the parameters used in the
GNN, and L and F denote the loss functions used during training and the validation
respectively (which may not be identical). LDS formulates the problem as learning
the probability matrix θ ∈ [0, 1]n×n, which parameterizes the element-wise Bernoulli








Formulation (4.1) gives a bilevel optimization problem. The constraint (which by
itself is an optimization problem) defines the GNN weights as a function of the given
graph, so that the objective is to optimize over such a graph only. Note that for
differentiability, one does not directly operate on the discrete graph adjacency matrix
A, but on the continuous probabilities θ instead.
LDS has two drawbacks. First, computation is expensive. The derivative of w
with respect to θ is computed by applying the chain rule on a recursive-dynamics
surrogate of the inner optimization argmin. Applying the chain rule on this surrogate
is equivalent to differentiating an RNN, which is either memory intensive if done in
the reverse mode or time consuming if done in the forward mode, when unrolling a
deep dynamics. Second, it is challenging to scale. The matrix θ has Θ(n2) entries to
optimize and thus the method is hard to scale to increasingly more time series.





Formulation (4.2) trains the GNN model as usual, except that the probabilities θ
(which parameterizes the distribution from which A is sampled), is by itself param-
eterized. We absorb these parameters, together with the GNN parameters, into the
notation w. We still use a validation set Xval for usual hyperparameter tuning, but
these hyperparameters are not θ as treated by (4.1). In fact, formulation (4.1) may
need a second validation set to tune other hyperparameters.
The major distinction of our approach from LDS is the parameterization θ(w),
as opposed to an inner optimization w(θ). In our approach, a modeler owns the
freedom to design the parameterization and better control the number of parameters
as n2 increases. To this end, time series representation learning and link prediction
techniques offer ample inspiration for modeling. In contrast, LDS is more agnostic
as no modeling is needed. The effort, instead, lies in the nontrivial treatment of the
inner optimization (in particular, its differentiation).
As such, our approach is advantageous in two regards. First, computation is less
expensive, because the gradient computation of an unilevel optimization is straight-
forward and efficient and implementations are mature. Second, it is better scaled,
because the number of parameters does not grow quadratically with the number of
time series.
We coin our approach GTS (short for “graph for time series”), signaling the useful-
ness of graph structure learning for improving time series forecasting. We develop an
architecture (see Section 4.3) to learn a GNN model and infer the pairwise structure
θ concurrently. Three contributions are:
1. We propose an approach to learn the pairwise interactions among multiple time
series. This approach is simpler than a bilevel optimization adopted by meta-
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learning approaches. This approach also incorporates a priori knowledge of the
interactions, if exists.
2. We demonstrate that simultaneous forecasting of multiple time series improves
over independent forecasting, with the use of properly learned graph structure.
3. We also show that the learned structure outperforms a naive neighborhood
graph, when used by a GNN for time series forecasting.
4.2 Related Work
Time series forecasting has been studied for decades by statisticians. It is out of
the scope of this dissertation to comprehensively survey the literature, but we will
focus more on late developments under the deep learning context. Early textbook
methods include (vector) autoregressive models [29], autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) [2], hidden Markov models (HMM) [5], and Kalman filters [98].
Generally speaking, these are linear models that use a window of the past information
to predict the next time step, although nonlinear versions with parameterization are
subsequently developed.
A notable nonlinear extension was the RNN [88], which later evolved into LSTM [33],
BiLSTM [73], and GRU [12], which addressed several limitations of the vanilla RNN,
such as the vanishing gradient problem. These architectures are hard to parallelize
because of the recurrent nature of the forward and backward computation. More
recently, Transformer [84] and BERT [17] were developed to address parallelization,
by introducing attention mechanisms that simultaneously digested past (and future)
information. Although these models are more heavily used for sequence data under
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the context of natural language processing, they are readily applicable for time series
as well.
Graph neural networks [99, 103, 91] emerged quickly in deep learning to handle
graph-structured data. Typically, graph nodes are represented by feature vectors,
but for the case of time series, a number of specialized architectures were recently
developed; see, e.g., GCRN [74], DCRNN [51], STGCN [96], and T-GCN [101]. These
architectures essentially combine the temporal recurrent processing with graph con-
volution to augment the representation learning of the individual time series.
Graph structure learning (not necessarily for time series) appears in various con-
texts and thus methods span a broad spectrum. One field of study is probabilistic
graphical models and casual inference, whereby the directed acyclic structure is en-
forced. Gradient-based approaches in this context include NOTEARS [102], DAG-
GNN [97], and GraN-DAG [45]. On the other hand, a general graph may still be useful
without resorting to causality. LDS [21] is a meta-learning approach that demon-
strates to improve the performance of node classification tasks. NRI [43] adopts a
latent-variable approach and learns a latent graph for forecasting system dynamics.
We have compared our approach with LDS in the preceding section and will compare
with NRI in the following one.
4.3 Method
In this section, we present the proposed GTS method, elaborate the model param-
eterization, and describe the training technique. We also highlight the distinctions
from NRI.
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Let us first settle the notations. Denote by X the training data, which is a three
dimensional tensor, with the three dimensions being feature, time, and the n series.
Superscript refers to the series and subscript refers to time; that is, X i denotes the
i-th series for all features and time and Xt denotes the t-th time step for all features
and series. There are in total S time steps for training. The model will use a window
of T steps to forecast the next τ steps. For each valid t, denote by X̂t+T+1:t+T+τ =
f(A,w,Xt+1:t+T ) the model, which forecasts X̂t+T+1:t+T+τ from observations Xt+1:t+T ,
through exploiting the graph structure A and being parameterized by w. Using `
to denote the loss function between the prediction and the ground truth, a typical
training objective reads
∑
t `(f(A,w,Xt+1:t+T ), Xt+T+1:t+T+τ ). (4.3)
Three remaining details are the parameterization of A, the model f , and the loss `.
4.3.1 Graph Structure Parameterization
The binary matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n by itself is challenging to parameterize, because it
requires a differentiable function that outputs discrete values 0/1. A more natural idea
is to let A be a random variable of the matrix Bernoulli distribution parameterized
by θ ∈ [0, 1]n×n, so that Aij is independent for all the (i, j) pairs with Aij ∼ (θij).
Here, θij is the success probability of a Bernoulli distribution. Then, the training
objective (4.3) needs to be modified to
A∼(θ) [
∑
t `(f(A,w,Xt+1:t+T ), Xt+T+1:t+T+τ )] . (4.4)
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As hinted in Section 4.1, we further parameterize θ as θ(w), because otherwise
the n2 degrees of freedom in θ render the optimization hard to scale. Such a param-
eterization, however, imposes a challenge on differentiability, if the expectation (4.4)
is evaluated through sample average: the gradient of (4.4) does not flow through A
in a usual Bernoulli sampling. Hence, we apply the Gumbel reparameterization trick
proposed by [36, 57]: Aij = ((log θij + gij)/s), where gij ∼ (0, 1) for all i, j. When the
temperature s → 0, Aij = 1 with probability θij and 0 with probability 1 − θij. In
practice, we anneal s progressively in training such that it tends to zero.
For the parameterization of θ, we use a feature extractor to yield a feature vec-
tor for each series and a link predictor that takes in a pair of feature vectors and
outputs a link probability. The feature extractor maps a matrix X i to a vector zi
for each i. Many sequence architectures can be applied; we opt for a simple one.
Specifically, we perform convolution along the temporal dimension, vectorize along
this dimension, and apply a fully connected layer to reduce the dimension; that is,
zi = FC(vec(Conv(X i))). Note that the feature extractor is conducted on the entire
sequence rather than a window of T time steps. Weights are shared among all series.
The link predictor maps a pair of vectors (zi, zj) to a scalar θij ∈ [0, 1]. We
concatenate the two vectors and apply two fully connected layers to achieve so; that
is, θij = FC(FC(z
i‖zj)). The last activation needs to be a sigmoid.
Details so far are summarized in the top part of Figure 4.1. The bottom part is




















































































































































4.3.2 Graph Neural Network Forecasting
We use a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model [81] to map X it+1:t+T to X
i
t+T+1:t+T+τ
for each series i. This model is typically a recurrent model, but with a graph structure
available among the series, we leverage recurrent graph convolution that handles all
series simultaneously, as opposed to the usual recurrent mechanism that treats each
series separately.
Specifically, for each time step t′, the seq2seq model takes Xt′ for all series as
input and updates the internal hidden state from Ht′−1 to Ht′ . The encoder part of
the seq2seq performs recurrent updates from t′ = t+ 1 to t′ = t+ T , producing Ht+T
as a summary of the input. The decoder part uses Ht+T to continue the recurrence
and outputs prediction X̂t′ step by step for t
′ = t+ T + 1 : t+ T + τ .
The recurrence that accepts input and updates hidden states collectively for all
series uses a graph convolution to replace the usual multiplication of the input with
a weight matrix. Several existing architectures serve this purpose (e.g., GCRN [74],
STGCN [96], and T-GCN [101]), but we use the diffusion convolutional GRU defined
in DCRNN [51] because it is designed for directed graphs:
Rt′ = (WR ?A [Xt′ ‖ Ht′−1] + bR),
Ct′ = tanh(WC ?A [Xt′ ‖ (Rt′ Ht′−1] + bC),
Ut′ = (WU ?A [Xt′ ‖ Ht′−1] + bU),
Ht′ = Ut′ Ht′−1 + (1− Ut′) Ct′ ,
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where the graph convolution ?A is defined as


















Q = R,U,C are model parameters and the diffusion degree K is a hyperparemeter.
4.3.3 Training, Optionally with A Priori Knowledge of the
Graph
The base training loss (per window) is the mean absolute error between the forecast
and the ground truth




t′=t+T+1 |X̂t′ −Xt′ |.
Additionally, we propose a regularization that improves model accuracy and graph
quality, through injecting a priori knowledge of the pairwise interaction into the
model. Sometimes an actual graph among the time series is known, such as the
case of traffic network mentioned in Section 4.1. Generally, even if an explicit struc-
ture is unknown, a neighborhood graph (such as a kNN graph) may still serve as
reasonable knowledge. The use of kNN encourages sparsity if k is small, which cir-
cumvents the drawback of `1 constraints that cannot be easily imposed because the
graph is not a raw variable to optimize. As such, we use the cross-entropy between θ
and the a priori graph Aa as the regularization:
`reg =
∑
ij −Aaij log θij − (1− Aaij) log(1− θij).
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base + λ`reg, with λ > 0 being the regularization
magnitude.
4.3.4 Comparison with NRI
GTS appears similar to NRI [43] on the surface, because both compute a pairwise
structure from multiple time series and use the structure to improve forecasting. In
these two methods, the architecture to compute the structure, as well as the one
to forecast, bare many differences; but these differences are only secondary. The
most essential distinction is the number of structures. To avoid confusion, here we
say “structure” (θ) rather than “graph” (A) because there are combinatorially many
graph samples from the same structure. Our approach produces one single structure
given one set of n series. On the contrary, the autoencoder approach adopted by NRI
produces different structures given different encoding inputs. Hence, a feasible use of
NRI can only occur in the following two manners. (a) A single set of n series is given
and training is done on windowed data, where each window will produce a separate
structure. (b) Many sets are given and training is done through iterating each set,
which corresponds to a separate structure. Both cases are different from our scenario,
where a single set of time series is given and a single structure is produced.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to show that the proposed method
GTS outperforms a comprehensive set of forecasting methods, including one that
learns a hidden graph structure (LDS, adapted for time series). We also demon-
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strate that GTS is computationally efficient and learns sparse graphs with proper
regularization.
4.4.1 Datasets
We experiment with the two benchmark datasets METR-LA and PEMS-BAY
from [51].
METR-LA is a traffic dataset collected from loop detectors in the highway of
Los Angles, CA [35]. It contains 207 sensors, each of which records four months of
data at the frequency of five minutes. A graph of sensors is given; it was constructed
by imposing a radial basis function on the pairwise distance of sensors at a certain
cutoff. For more information see [51]. We perform no processing and follow the same
configuration as in [51] for experimentation.
PEMS-BAY is also a traffic dataset, collected by the California Transportation
Agencies Performance Measurement System. It includes 325 sensors in the Bay Area
for a period of six months, at the same five-minute frequency. Construction of the
graph is the same as that of METR-LA. No processing is performed.
For all datasets, we perform a temporal 70/10/20 split for training, validation,
and testing, respectively.
4.4.2 Setup
Baselines. We compare with a number of forecasting methods:
1. Non-deep learning methods: historical average (HA), ARIMA with Kalman filter
(ARIMA), vector auto-regression (VAR), and support vector regression (SVR).
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The historical average accounts for weekly seasonality and predicts for a day by
using the weighted average of the same day in the past few weeks.
2. Deep learning methods that treat each series separately (i.e., no graph): feed-
forward neural network (FNN) and LSTM.
3. Graph neural network method applied on the given graph: DCRNN [51].
4. Graph neural network method that simultaneously learns a graph structure: we
use LDS [21] to learn the graph, wherein the forecasting model is DCRNN; see
Eqn (4.1). We name the method “LDS” for short.
Except LDS, all baselines follow the configurations presented in [51]. For LDS,
we follow [21].
Evaluation metrics. All methods are evaluated with three metrics: mean ab-
solute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE).
Hyperparameters. Several hyperparameters are tuned through grid search:
initial learning rate {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, dropout rate {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, embedding size
of LSTM {32, 64, 128, 256}, the k value in kNN {5, 10, 20, 30}, and the weight of
regularization {0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20}. For other hyperparameters, the convolution kernel
size in the feature extractor is 10 and the decay ratio of learning rate is 0.1. After
tuning, the best initial learning rate for METR-LA and PEMS-BAY is 0.01. The
optimizer is Adam.
Because the loss function is an expectation (see (4.1) and (4.2)), the expectation
is computed as an average of 10 random samples. Such an averaging is needed only
for model evaluation. In training, one random sample suffices because the optimizer
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is a stochastic optimizer.
Platform. We implement the models in PyTorch. All experiments are run on
one compute node of an IBM Power9 server. The compute node contains 80 CPU
cores and four Nvidia V100 GPUs, but because of scheduling limitation we use only
one GPU.
4.4.3 Results
Forecasting quality. We first evaluate the performance of GTS through comparing
it with all the aforementioned baselines. The tasks are to forecast 15, 30, and 60
minutes.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results for METR-LA. A few observations follow. (1)
Deep learning methods generally outperform non-deep learning methods, except his-
torical average that performs on par with deep learning in some metrics. Seasonality is
a strong indicator of the repeating traffic patterns and not surprisingly HA performs
reasonably well despite simplicity. (2) Among the deep learning methods, graph-
based models outperform non-graph models. This result corroborates the premise of
this work: graph structure is helpful. (3) Among the graph-based methods, LDS per-
forms slightly better than DCRNN. The difference between these two methods is that
the latter employs the given graph, which may or may not imply direct interactions,
whereas the former learns a graph in the data-driven manner. Their performances
however are quite similar. (4) The most encouraging result is that the proposed
method GTS significantly outperforms LDS and hence DCRNN. GTS learns a graph
structure through parameterization, rather than treating it a (hyper)parameter as in




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To dive into the behavioral difference of GTS and DCRNN, we plot in Figure 4.2
two forecasting examples. One sees that both methods produce smooth series. In
the top example, overall the GTS curve is closer to the moving average of the ground
truth than is the DCRNN curve (see e.g., the left part and the U shape). In the
bottom example, the GTS curve better captures the sharp dip toward the end of the
series. In both examples, there exist several short but deep downward spikes. Such
anomalous data are captured by neither methods.
Additionally, the results for PEMS-BAY are summarized in Table 4.2. Observa-
tions are similar to those of METR-LA. Our model produces the best prediction in
all scenarios and under all metrics.
Computational efficiency. We compare the training costs of the graph-based
methods: DCRNN, LDS, and GTS. See Figure 4.3. DCRNN is the most efficient
to train, since no graph structure learning is involved. To learn the graph, LDS
needs orders of magnitude more time than does DCRNN. Recall that LDS employs a
bilevel optimization (4.1), which is computationally highly challenging. In contrast,
the proposed method GTS learns the graph structure as a byproduct of the model
training (4.2). Its training time is approximately three times of that of DCRNN, a
favorable overhead compared with the forbidding cost of LDS.
Learned structures. In the proposed method, the graph structure is an inter-
mediate result of the model. It may or may not appear similar to the native graph
(e.g., the traffic network and the power grid). A common pattern is that the most
likely graph A from the structure θ is not a planar graph, with much edge crossing.
Intuitively, traffic networks and power grids are (nearly) planar graphs because of the
spatial configuration of the sensors. Hence, the learned structures are quite different
from the native graphs. These structures, however, offer a latent interpretation of
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Figure 4.2: One-day forecast (METR-LA).
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Figure 4.3: Training time per epoch. Not learning a graph (DCRNN) is the fastest
to train and learning a graph by using LDS needs orders of magnitude more time.
Our model (GTS) learns a graph with a favorable overhead.
the interaction and when used with graph neural networks, significantly boost their
predictive performance.
We plot the learned structure θ for each dataset, corresponding to the 15-minute
results in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, in the top row of Figure 4.4. In the two bottom rows we
draw the most likely graph A from the structure using a graph layout algorithm that
intends to minimize edge crossing. Still, there appears a large number of crossings,
indicating that the graphs are far from planar.
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(a) METR-LA (b) PEMS-BAY
(c) METR-LA (first 42 nodes)
(d) PEMS-BAY (first 42 nodes)




Although Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have extended the convolution op-
eration from images to graphs to achieve great performance, there are still many chal-
lenges to handle and explore the structure information from a variety of applications.
In this dissertation, we propose several structure-aware neural network models to cal-
culate graph convolutions efficiently over the multiple small-scale molecular graphs, a
large-scale knowledge graph, and a learned interaction graph. The proposed networks
can be trained by an end-to-end training method where a stochastic gradient descent
algorithm back-propagates over all network components. The proposed approaches
in this dissertation enable new ways to explore the explicit and hidden structure
information of many applications.
For the large-scale knowledge graph, we have introduced an end-to-end structure-
aware convolutional network (SACN). The encoding network is a weighted graph con-
volutional network, utilizing knowledge graph connectivity structure, node attributes
and relation types. WGCN with learnable weights has the benefit of collecting adap-
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tive amount of information from neighboring graph nodes. In addition, the entity at-
tributes are added as the nodes in the network so that attributes are transformed into
knowledge structure information, which is easily integrated into the node embedding.
The scoring network of SACN is a convolutional neural model, called Conv-TransE.
It uses a convolutional network to model the relationship as the translation operation
and capture the translational characteristic between entities and relations. We also
prove that Conv-TransE alone has already achieved the state of the art performance.
The performance of SACN achieves overall about 10% improvement than the state
of the art such as ConvE. In the future, we would like to incorporate the neighbor
selection idea into our training framework, such as, importance pooling in [94] which
takes into account the importance of neighbors when aggregating the vector repre-
sentations of neighbors. We would also like to extend our model to be scalable with
larger knowledge graphs encouraged by the results in [94].
For multiple small-scale molecular graphs, a consistent edge-aware multi-view
spectral GCN (EAGCN ) model is proposed. This model builds multiple views connec-
tions parameterized by consistent edge attention weights for graph representation and
molecular property prediction. Since consistent attention weights from edge mapping
dictionaries are shared across all graphs, EAGCN model learns the invariant features
from graphs and keeps the edge consistency. The proposed spectral convolution op-
eration allowed the more flexible and effective parameterization is proposed. In the
experiment, the in-depth analysis of property predictions, molecular graph represen-
tations and subtype analysis are provided. In the future, we plan to extend EAGCN
to multiple types of data in different situations.
For Multivariate time series (MTS) data, most models ignore exploring their in-
teractions between individual time series. Capturing the potential interactions in
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time-series models makes them more reliable and reasonable than doing independent
models for individual time series. In this dissertation, we explicitly learn the pair-
wise interactions in the form of a graph and use it to improve forecasting accuracy.
We present a time series forecasting model called GTS that learns a graph structure
among multiple time series and forecasts them simultaneously with a graph neural
network. Hence the proposed GTS model not only discovers the discrete structure
but also takes advantage of the generated graph with spatial-temporal graph neu-
ral networks. Both the graph generator and the graph neural network are learned
end-to-end, maximally exploiting the pairwise interactions among data streams. The
graph structure is parameterized by neural networks rather than being treated as
a (hyper)parameter, hence significantly reducing the training cost compared with
a recently proposed bilevel optimization approach LDS. We conduct comprehensive
comparisons with a number of baselines, including non-deep learning methods and
deep learning methods (which either ignore the pairwise interaction, use the exist-
ing graph, or learn a graph by using LDS), and show that our approach attains the
best forecasting quality. We also demonstrate that regularization helps incorporate a
apriori knowledge and encourage graph sparsity.
Recently, we attempt to extend our graph learning methods to more domains.
A new graph generation task from natural language processing (NLP) caught our
attention. Extracting lexico-semantic relations as graph-structured taxonomies, also
known as taxonomy construction, has been beneficial in a variety of NLP applications.
Recently GNN has shown to be powerful in successfully tackling many tasks. How-
ever, there has been no attempt to exploit GNN to create taxonomies. We propose
Graph2Taxo [75], a GNN-based cross-domain transfer framework for the taxonomy
construction task. Our main contribution is to learn the latent features of taxonomy
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construction from existing domains to guide the structure learning of an unseen do-
main. We also propose a novel method of directed acyclic graph (DAG) generation
for taxonomy construction. Specifically, our proposed Graph2Taxo uses a noisy graph
constructed from automatically extracted noisy hyponym-hypernym candidate pairs,
and a set of taxonomies for some known domains for training. The learned model is
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